
Section 5.2 - Infinite Series  

Definitions 1  

If  is a sequence, then

is called an infinite series.

For every series, there is a corresponding sequence of partial sums, , where  is the th
partial sum: . Notice that  is the sum of the terms up through
index .

Example 1  

Consider the series .

Do not confuse the sequence of terms with the sequence of partial sums. It is very easy to
confuse these ideas!

The sequence of terms is , while the sequence of partial sums is 

, where

Definition  

The series  is said to converge if the corresponding sequence  of partial sums

converges. Otherwise the series is said to diverge. Notice that the convergence of a series is
tied directly to the convergence of its sequence of partial sums, not to its sequence of terms.

Example 1 (continued)  

Once again, consider the series .

Continuing from above, it is not difficult to establish (or just believe) that the th partial sum is
given by

Since , the series converges and its sum is 1. 

Example 2  
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Determine whether  converges or diverges.

This is an easy one, as long as you understand the notation.

The corresponding sequence of partial sums is . Since , the

series diverges. 

Example 3  

Determine whether the series  converges or diverges.

In order to help us understand this series, let's look at some of the partial sums.

Do you see that all the middle fractions cancel to leave only the first minus the last? Based on this

pattern, it appears that . Since , the series converges and its sum is 1.

Because of the way the terms cancel in this example, this kind of series is called a telescoping
series, named after the old-fashioned hand-held telescopes that collapse. 

Example 4  

Here is another telescoping series. Determine whether  converges or diverges.

At the outset, this does not look like a telescoping series! But if you compute a partial fraction
decomposition, you will find that

Try the rest of this example on your own. The sum is 1. 

Example 5  

Consider the series . Determine whether the series converges or diverges.

While it is not always a good strategy to do so, let's write out a few terms:
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I hope it is obvious that the th partial sum is , where there are  3's after the
decimal point. The series converges to . This series is an example of a geometric series.

More on those in a bit. 

Example 6 (The harmonic series diverges)  

The series  is called the harmonic series. It diverges, but that is not

at all obvious from a casual glance at the partial sums. Its divergence was first proved around
1350 by Nicole Oresme. He showed that the partial sums were unbounded.

Next, let's look at . Since ,

What about ? Since ,

It follows that

Do you see the pattern? Next we would say that

In general,

so that the partial sums grow without bound. The series diverges. 

Here's another way to think about the divergence of the harmonic series. The image below
indicates that the harmonic series is bigger than itself (do you see that?). If the series would
converge to a number, that number would be bigger than itself. That's impossible!
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Definition 2  

For any constants  and , the series of the form  or  is called a geometric

series.

It is easy to determine exactly when a geometric series converges. (See the textbook for a proof
of the following theorem.)

Theorem 1  

The geometric series  converges if and only if . If it converges, the sum is .

Example 7  

Look back at Example 3. The series  is a geometric series with  and . As

discussed above, it converges and the sum (from the formula) is  

Example 8  

Determine whether  converges or diverges.

The series is geometric with  and . It diverges. 

Example 9  

Express  as a geometric series and write it as a fraction.

This is a geometric series with  and . It obviously converges, but the series does
not start with index . We have to be very careful about using the formula in theorem 1.
Base on the formula,
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Unfortunately, that sum includes the term with index , which we do not want to include. So
we must subtract the  term.

Theorem 2  

Suppose  and . Then

1.  for any constant .

2. .

Example 10  

Determine the sum of the series .

This is a sum of two convergent geometric series.

Example 11  

Suppose that , that , that , and that . Determine the sum of

the series .
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